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are so many grille options you can
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match them to your kitchen decoration.
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Who wants to wake up in the morning and
start making breakfast in a freezing cold
kitchen? Myson can help you get your day off
to a flying start. But we can do much more
for your kitchen than just warm it up.

Kickspace is a compact and efficient
system which allows you the design

In almost every home, the kitchen is the

freedom to create the kitchen of your

room where space is most at a premium.

dreams. It fits neatly into the dead

There are cookers, dishwashers, freezers and
washing machines to fit in, plus sink units,
worktops and as much storage as space will
allow. Traditional radiators take up precious
wall space and restrict design possibilities.
But now there’s a solution.

space area of kitchen unit plinths,
freeing wall space for additional units,
appliances or other improvements.
You can choose from a variety of
options. Hydronic models connect to
your existing central heating system,
replacing a standard radiator. Electric
models are ideal where no pipework
is easily accessible, and Duo models
combine the two, giving you the best
of both worlds.
There are two easy to operate controls
on the front of the grille - a fan speed
setting and a summer/winter switch.
The summer setting provides a fan only
option that provides a refreshing flow of
air. Alternatively, you can opt for remote
wall switches for extra control and
convenience.
The grilles themselves are available in
a variety of finishes to match almost
any décor - the choice includes white,
brown, black, brushed stainless steel,
regal gold, chrome, aluminium and cream.
The Kickspace system has been designed
for easy installation and every unit
comes with the total
reassurance of our full
customer care package
including an in-house
service team, technical helpline and
spare parts service.
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